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HOW TO REDUCE

METAL SCRAP
Scrap is a great indicator of a company’s
performance. Every piece of scrap in the
scrap bin has a story about how it got
there. Scrap is a domino effect. A full
scrap box can suggest poor operator
performance or machining at the very
beginning of the production process, leading to rework, bottlenecks,
poor quality controls, and eventually, a late or mismanufactured
product arriving at your customer’s doorstep. It all adds up. Stop the
domino effect. Rethinking how your organization handles its scrap can
do more for the bottom line than any other activity. Keep reading to
learn simple steps to reduce scrap waste in your operation.

CHANGE

YOUR PERCEPTION OF SCRAP

Scrap is valuable. But by valuable we mean scrap is incredibly costly. Scrap is
essentially unused raw material that has gone through an entire life cycle of costs. It
is unused material that you have already spent time and money ordering, shipping,
processing, and finally disposing of. Even though scrap’s value is sometimes reflected
on the monthly operations statement, that number is nothing compared to the cost of
all of the value and non-value add processes that have gone into it. Think of it this way: any material
that doesn’t go into your scrap box goes directly to your bottom line.
Companies tend to have skewed perspectives on scrap, particularly when the scrap has a significant
commodity value in the market. Such materials include copper, brass, aluminum, and sometimes even
steel and other ferrous alloys.
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When a Plant Manager gets his monthly operations statements back, he will typically see a cost of
goods sold. This whopper of a number is likely the biggest number on any operating statement. As
part of the cost of goods sold number, there is usually a line for materials and the percentage of
costs against revenue this represents. The larger the number as a percentage, the worse he and his
operation has performed.
But wait! There’s more! There is a small, yet significant number that lowers the Plant Manager’s
material costs. This is the amount he receives for his scrap. Some Plant Manager’s make the mistake
of thinking the bigger the number the better. This is an incredibly dangerous way of thinking.

REDUCING

THE AMOUNT OF SCRAP WILL INSTANTLY
INCREASE YOUR BOTTOM LINE
Let’s presume a company’s scrap is aluminum. It’s standard to buy aluminum extrusions by the linear
foot, not by weight. But the scrap is sold by the pound or kilo—not the foot or meter.
An easy way to see this, for example, is to take an extrusion that is 1 pound per foot. Typically
such an extrusion will cost the buyer around $2.50 a foot or pound. When that pound of extrusion
is sold on the scrap market by the Plant Manager, the company will get something like $.50 for it.
These prices vary by the extrusion profile, alloy, and the market for scrap. A typical plant may have
60,000 pounds of scrap aluminum per month, putting $30,000 back onto the profit from scrap sales.

Scenario 1: Selling Scrap Aluminum

-

2.50 /LB = RAW MATERIAL COST
REVENUE
+ $0.50 /LB = POTENTIAL
WHEN SELLING SCRAP
$

2.00

$

NET PER POUND COST
OF ALUMINUM SCRAP

*60,000 pounds of aluminum scrap per month = $30,000
potential scrap revenue! Wow!
If the Plant Manager could reduce the amount of scrap generated each month by 33%, not an
unreasonable amount with the right processes and equipment in place, he could reduce material
costs by almost $50,000 per month.
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Scenario 2: Reducing the Amount of
Scrap Aluminum

60,000 = 40,200
lbs of scrap
per month

lbs of scrap
reduced by 33%

*60,000 x .33 = 19,800

Eliminating 19,800 lbs of scrap yields $49,500 in profits,
whereas selling 19,800 lbs of scrap only yields $9,900 in profits.

49,500
- $9,900
$
39,600

$

$

net per month

OR

475,200

PER YEAR BACK ON YOUR
BOTTOM LINE BY REDUCING
YOUR SCRAP RATE 33%

In the above scenarios, eliminating the amount of scrap by 33% netted a remarkable amount of
additional profit. And this doesn’t even account for other savings as a result of implementing the right
equipment and processes such as lower labor costs, lower set up times, less rework, better accuracy,
reduced handling, and reduced paperwork. These additional savings can be equal or greater than
the material savings in most cases.

You don’t think of your recycled
soda cans as profit, do you?
If you are trying to cut soda
costs, why not drink less soda?
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MEASURE

AND POST YOUR SCRAP RATE

The first step you can do to reduce scrap is incredibly simple: measure your scrap rate
and post it somewhere visible in your factory. Just making your team aware of scrap
and the related costs, will cause them to think before they chop up a perfectly usable
piece and throw it into the scrap bin. You will see improvements in your rate almost
immediately when you make it public. But don’t just post, start the conversation. Talking
about it monthly or even weekly will help your team focus on this area.

One Way to Track Scrap:
If your scrap aluminum weighed 20,000 pounds in the month of January and
your sales were $1,800,000.00 for that month, then your pounds to sales
ratio for January is the following:

20,000
$
1,800,000

lbs of scrap

monthly sales

*20,000/1,800,000 = .0111

Another way to view this number is .0111 pounds of scrap
for every $1 sales creates.
If the next month your scrap to sales ratio goes to .0128 pounds of scrap
per $1 you know that you produced more scrap that month for every dollar
of sales. If the number drops you know you produced less scrap.
Now you can ask the question “why?” In the
case of an increase, did your organization
over purchase? Did you hire a new sawyer
who was not as good as the previous? Did
the programmer botch up a program and the
parts were not checked? Did the customer
reject a bunch of finished products because of
quality? Do the same for your garbage and
generate the same awareness of it as a K.P.I.
or Key Performance Indicator.
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GET

AN AUTOMATED STOP OR PUSHER

Measuring with a tape measure and manually marking parts wastes time, money,
and raw materials. Studies suggest that for every 100 parts cut, between 2 and 6 are
miscut.
Did you know? The average cost of a tape measure is $38,592 a year. That’s because
tape measures generate an incredible number of inaccuracies, increased labor costs,
reduced yields, and that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Each inaccuracy either ends up at the bottom
of a scrap bin or has to be reworked. There is a way to speed up production without compromising
on accuracy - and that’s by using an automated stop or pusher to push, pull, or position your
heaviest materials, quickly and accurately into your saw, drill, or punch. Simply enter the desired
measurement and press start. Say goodbye to expensive rework and wasted raw materials.

TigerStop is an automated stop and positioning system that can be added to any saw, drill or punch. Type in
a position or download a cut list. The level of automation is up to you.

For Further Improvements in Productivity
• An automated stop or pusher can be integrated with your tool in a way that lets you cycle the tool
by hand or cycles the tool with a foot pedal or switch creating a fully-automated setup.
• Cut List Downloading software is another way to combat scrap waste. It eliminates the human
error associated with misread lists and quantities as well as miscut lengths due to operator entry
errors. Cut lists can be downloaded so you can do away with those old paper cut bills.
• Inkjet or label print custom part information onto finished pieces for easy sorting.
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OPTIMIZE

FOR INCREASED YIELD

Implementing Dynamic Optimization™ software into your production line is your
greatest defense against dreaded scrap. Dynamic Optimization software works by
calculating the best cutting order so you have the least amount of material waste. The
software goes through every combination of every length and quantity of material in
your cut list. A lot of optimization software looks at all of your material at once and
compares it to all of the cut lists or jobs that you need to process. This causes problems in the field
because one miscut part, one change at the machine, one shortage of a given raw material length,
disrupts the entire list and forces you back into the manufacturing engineering department to redo
the optimization. Dynamic Optimization solves that problem. It looks at a single piece of material
at a time. It is constantly moving and dynamically optimizing at the width of the material it is given.
Because it only takes into consideration the current piece, you can introduce scrap or remnants into
the optimizer.

Instead of cutting parts longest to shortest like so:

5.5 ft.

Waste of 4.5 ft.

Dynamic Optimization software quickly calculates the optimal
cutting order resulting in the least amount of scrap.

Cut List

5.5 ft.

1ft. 1ft. 1ft. 1ft.
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Waste

.5ft.

Worst First
With TigerStop’s Dynamic Optimization
software, all your operator has to do is remember
“Worst First.” Introduce your worst parts first
(remnants/usable scrap) at the beginning of the
cut list. Watch that pile of remnants and usable
scrap disappear overnight.

Doing this will:

TigerTouch with Dynamic Optimization software.

• Eliminate the need for your engineering department to do pre-optimization
because it is done at the saw without any added labor.
• Eliminate any bottlenecks. If there is an issue in the field or a shortage of material,
the operator can quickly solve it at the machine without the entire manufacturing
process coming to a halt down the line.
• Eliminate the hassle of keeping track of remnants and defective material, because
they are placed in bins and used later on in the manufacturing process.
• Improve overall raw material yield.

DEFECT

MATERIAL IN-HOUSE

Rather than scrapping material with defects, mars, or forklift stabs, defect it in-house
and quickly turn it into usable material.
Defecting in-house also saves time and money spent getting credits from your vendors
for marred material and organizing shipping and returns. Most companies send back
full lengths to their vendor with all the incumbent issues of paperwork, handling, and disputes. The
vendor will turn around and sell it for scrap, not just losing the full value of the extrusion less the scrap
value, but also all of the costs to transport, and issue the credits and paperwork. In this system, the
vendor comes out with some value for the damaged extrusion.
Defect parts in-house and toss the remnants into a second to-be-used-later bin (Worst First method
described above). That way you get the full value of the part, save time defecting yourself, and get a
credit for the defected part by your vendor which will cover the time associated with removing and
using the good portions.
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The TigerSaw 2000 is a fully automated defect optimizing cross cut saw for non-ferrous metals. It includes
optimization and crayon defect marking for removing defects and optimizing clear material for the least
amount of scrap and comes with inkjet printing for sorting parts.

Crayon Defect Marking is the simplest
way to defect in-house. Mark the
beginning and end of the defect
with a UV crayon. The defect will be
removed and the clear material will
be optimized for the greatest yield.

IMPLEMENTING

THE ABOVE PROCESSES PROVIDES
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS BEYOND
REDUCING SCRAP
The cutting, drilling, punching, boring, shearing, you name it, of material is the foundation for every
value add process after that. When you automate your cutting processes for example, parts are
precise, and you will get better results in your welding and fabricating processes. Parts will fit into the
next process more accurately, and these things keep moving downhill, eliminating labor and quality
issues because you started out with accurate parts.
The job of cutting material to length has a really high turnover. It’s hard to be consistent with
mechanical stops or tape measures. In addition, it’s slow, tedious and there’s a high probability
mistakes will be made resulting in waste. Automating the process turns it into something employees can
be successful with and feel engaged. You’ll do away with turnover in that area and have better morale
on the plant floor, better quality, less rework and less scrap.
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YOUR

BIGGEST K.P.I. IS IN YOUR
GARBAGE CAN
Nothing is more telling about how your manufacturing is performing than what is in your scrap bin.
This is where all mistakes go to die. A careful look can give you a better idea about what is really
happening on the shop floor than any number on a chart. You will learn everything from engineering
mistakes, order mistakes, over production, mismanufactured parts, rework, inventory mistakes, and a
lot of other operational waste, both in materials, processes and labor.

“If you’re building one window and you make a mistake, that’s bad.
But if you’re building 50 windows one size, and you’ve set the
wrong setting, you’ve made scrap all day long. Everywhere we
have a saw, we use a TigerStop. Time is money.”
Marty May, Operator, D&W Windows

REMEMBER

5 STEPS TO REDUCE YOUR SCRAP
CHANGE Your Perception Of Scrap
POST Your Scrap Rate
GET An Automated Stop
OPTIMIZE For Yield
DEFECT Material In-house
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CASE
STUDIES
ALUMINUM SAW SYSTEM HELPS
LOPPER MANUFACTURER PRUNE
COSTS AND RESHORE
http://blog.tigerstop.com/aluminum-saw-system-helps-lopper-manufacturer-prune-costs-and-reshore

Superior Fruit Equipment was founded in Wenatchee, WA in 1995. At its founding, the company took
over manufacturing the most well-known and respected brand of professional fruit tree loppers, Hickok
Pruning Tools, which got its start in 1928.
Today, Superior Fruit Equipment currently operates out of a 27,000 square foot Wells & Wade building
in Wenatchee that was constructed in 1943.
Superior Fruit Equipment prides itself in manufacturing its line of pruning and fruit harvest tools in
the good old U.S.A. It produces the highest quality loppers using the best materials. Its loppers aren’t
inexpensive, but that’s because they are made to last. It allows Superior Fruit Equipment to offer an
unbelievable lifetime warranty.
Others have caught on to this small town’s big innovations, which is why Superior Fruit Equipment
has dealers all over the world, that is, in the various fruit and nut growing regions of the world. Their
products find themselves at home in the professional agriculture markets, grape, nut and fruit markets
across the U.S.A., Mexico, Australia, South America, Canada, and Europe to name a few.
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“We are not structured to mass produce lower quality products to compete in the discount arena.
Because of this, our products are only available from those sources that offer the finest quality
merchandise for the discriminating buyer.”
So what does the best lopper manufacturer in America use to produce its products? We spoke with
Kory Mattson of Superior Fruit Equipment who elucidates further.
“We used to cut everything by hand with a cold saw, we did it that way for probably 15 years, four
extrusions at a time, and all by hand.” This worked well for a reasonable amount of time until Superior
Fruit Equipment became so large that it could no longer meet demand using its manual sawing method.
“We got so big we decided we would give China a try,” explains Kory.
“Our extrusions were costing us .58 cents per foot and another .40 cents per foot on top of that just so
they could be anodized our signature blue color, a huge expense. China made sense because our parts
could come to us with holes pre-drilled in them, cut to the length for our 6 different lopper sizes, and
anodized our signature blue color, all for a very reasonable price.”
Outsourcing the aluminum extrusion processing division of their business seemed like a good idea
on the surface, but the honeymoon phase ended fairly abruptly. Slowly but surely customers started
catching on.
“We started getting complaints from our customers about lopper handles bending. We sent the handles
to a lab to get tested because they were bending much faster than the domestically produced handles.
We realized that we had to re-shore our aluminum operation.”
Superior Fruit Equipment knew they needed to bring aluminum cutting back in-house but they weren’t
sure how to go about doing so. They needed to find an efficient and cost effective way to produce their
number one selling loppers.
“It’s a pretty funny story how TigerStop’s name came to mind,” explains Kory. “Our boss, Stan, picked
up a TigerStop flyer at a trade show 15 years ago. He had kept the exact flyer for all of those years! So
we immediately called TigerStop’s phone number from the flyer.”
“Let’s just say we are glad we could help you get a good Return on Investment from that trade show 15
years ago!”
Superior Fruit Equipment deliberated and decided to install a TigerSaw 2000 aluminum optimizing
saw. The fully automated turnkey system has impacted production in a tremendous way.
“We installed a TigerSaw 2000 on our cold saw. That thing cuts so many aluminum extrusions so
quickly. It’s faster than we can currently put it to use for. We can cut 18 pieces of extrusion at a time
using the TigerSaw 2000. The problem is, our operator can’t pull 18 extrusions off before the next
batch is done. Next year we are building a new facility that is going to be twice the size of our shop
right now and we will have more room for additional outfeed tables which will solve this problem. But
currently, in our shop, we are able to cut 6 extrusions at a time. TigerStop has allowed us to re-shore
our entire aluminum extrusion operation.”
“The TigerSaw 2000 cuts all of the lopper handles, which range in size from 14 inches all the way to
36 inches. Being able to increase production is the biggest benefit for us. I would say it is 6 or 8 times
faster than before. There’s just no comparison. I wouldn’t even want to dream about doing it the way
we did before,” says Kory.
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TURNING DUST INTO DOLLARS|
ONEIDA AIR SYSTEMS’ METAL
FABRICATION TOOLS
http://blog.tigerstop.com/oneida-turns-dust-into-dollars

While working as a mechanical engineer, Robert Witter observed a significant void in small to medium
sized woodworking shops. There weren’t any condensed dust collection solutions available for this
segment. Industrial companies were making large systems, but the everyday woodworker was left to
push dust around with a broom. Robert Witter knew that smaller sized shops desperately needed a
solution to keep up with the cumbersome amounts of dust created from large power tools. The market
potential was tremendous.
In a garage located in Upstate New York, Witter began researching and developing the foundations
for the award-winning dust collection systems that people have come to know and love today.
In 1993, Robert and Rebecca Witter officially founded Oneida Air Systems and almost immediately,
they received a flurry of inquiries for their proprietary small shop solution.
After tinkering with designs for some time, Witter decided to open an all-in-one shop for the
manufacture and design of dust collection systems. In 1993, Robert and Rebecca Witter officially
founded Oneida Air Systems and almost immediately, they received a flurry of inquiries for their
proprietary small shop solution.
Fast forward almost a quarter of a century later, and Oneida Air Systems has grown to almost 50
employees with a complete line of industry leading dust collection systems and components. Per
Witter, most of the Oneida product line is made in Syracuse, NY and almost all parts are sourced in
the USA. While they still serve the small shop woodworkers, they have grown to serve a variety of
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different clientele from medium to large with various dust collection solutions.
Oneida Air has continued to innovate. In recent years the have introduced the Mini Gorilla, a portable
dust collector, perfect for any small shop and SMART systems, which can automatically sense and
adjust the fan’s RPM to create the right balance of CFM and suction, along with several other industry
leading products. Most of the Oneida Air System’s HVAC solutions come with industry leading G.E.
certified hospital-grade HEPA filtration. According to Witter: “We’re innovators who make products
based on need. We’re a company that believes in Lean Manufacturing, and we make incremental
improvements. It’s helped us weather the recent economic downturn very well, and I want it to continue
to be our formula for the future.”

ONEIDA AIR AND TIGERSTOP
Part of that lean manufacturing initiative is what led Robert Witter to turn to TigerStop metal fabrication
tools to help reduce waste in the Oneida Air Systems HVAC manufacturing process.
Witter recognized the cost savings associated with fully utilizing Oneida’s steel material. Incorrectly cut
parts due to tape measure inaccuracies led to expensive material being discarded as scrap. “The cost
savings from reduced waste have been well worth the TigerStop investment,” explains Witter.
“Our shop is pretty small and incredibly lean. Each person is trained to perform multiple tasks. For
example, an operator may run all of the cutoff on the TigerStop for the metal components of our Dust
Deputy, but then might switch to another machine or start packaging. The TigerStop allows us to work
at a faster pace and keep our cutting accurate. In the end, we want to have the best product for our
customers and in order to do that, the product needs to be to precise,” says Christian Cobb of Oneida
Air Systems.
Currently, Oneida Air uses a couple of TigerStop units to help keep them cut down on waste and
continue to manufacture high quality products. Ken Banker, Fabricator and Assembler at Oneida Air

Systems details, “The TigerStop units make my life a lot easier by cutting down on the time required to
measure and re-measure each cut. Our TigerStop machine is more than “nice to have,” it is imperative
to our workflow here at Oneida Air Systems. It helps us to cut down waste, speed up tasks, and be
more conscientious of our workflow. It’s safe to say that TigerStop helps us to keep up with the rising
costs of high quality material in the US by being much more efficient,” explains Christian.
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MANUFACTURING A
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
http://blog.tigerstop.com/manufacturing-a-competitive-advantage

“Every year it gets more and more
difﬁcult to stay productive and
competitive as a manufacturer in
the United States, so you have to
think of ways outside of the box.”
Andy Schwall, United Enertech
United Enertech’s story began in the early 1940s when Paul Tate, a Chicago School of Engineering
Graduate, aspired to open his own refrigeration business. Paul was drafted into the war and his dream
was put on hold. When he returned from the war he began constructing the building that would house
his future business. Everything was in order but at the last moment, tragedy struck, and Paul passed
away.
Paul’s son, William (Bill) Tate, made it his life’s mission to finish what his father had started; to see his
father’s refrigeration dream through. Bill diligently studied his father’s engineering school books. He
studied them so adamantly and so thoroughly that within a year’s time he was able to recite the books
verbatim.
By 1969 Bill had completed his schooling at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga where he had
earned additional HVAC (Heating Ventilating & Air Conditioning) certifi cations. He decided it was
finally time to open up his father’s dream business.
Today the company is known as United Enertech Corporation and remains a family owned and
operated business supplying louvers, dampers, shutters, roof curbs, and many other air movement and
air control products. They are an American owned and operated HVAC company in the heart of the
Tennessee Valley in Chattanooga.
United Enertech makes it their goal to meet their customers’ needs for quality and speed while
maintaining flexibility to produce custom products with custom specifications. This is their competitive
advantage, and it requires a highly organized manufacturing process and reliable equipment.
“Our niche market is being able to do quick turn arounds of just about anything. We have a rush
program that allows customers to specify how fast they need something,” explains Jason Price, United
Enertech’s Manufacturing Engineer.
In addition to producing HVAC systems, United Enertech also manufactures a new line of blast resistant
products, including blast resistant louvers and dampers for civil defense and petrochemical companies.
With such a diverse product line, accuracy in their various manufacturing processes is critical to
products getting out the door in a timely manner. Which is exactly why United Enertech’s local
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machinery distributor, Wakefield Equipment, suggested they look in to purchasing a TigerStop material
positioner.
“Before we were using TigerStops we could have a completed product and it would go to quality
control and the measurement would be off. So that means the whole thing would have to come back
apart, and have to be re-sawed. Anytime you are re-sawing, you are losing money,” says Andy
Schwall, United Enertech’s Chief Operating Officer.
Not only were products cut inaccurately, setup was taking a tremendous amount of time. “Before we
had the TigerStops the setups were taking longer, repeatability was very bad, and the accuracy was
horrible. The throughput through the saws was extremely slow,” explains Andy.
United Enertech’s previous way of measuring parts for cutoff with a tape measure was flawed.
Achieving product conformity was difficult and a great deal of time and labor went into correcting
miscut parts. “Because of TigerStop we realized that everyone’s tape measure was different and had
a different amount of wear. Having a guy out there with a tape measure, measuring each individual
piece, or moving a mechanical stop every time, just isn’t cost effective or efficient.”
This is especially true when using thousands and thousands of miles in linear feet of extrusion per year,
non-confirming products pile up rapidly. To keep inaccuracies at bay, United Enertech relies on their
TigerStops. “All of your Quality Control
starts with the TigerStop. You know
everything else down the line is going to
be correct,” says Andy Schwall.
Integrating new equipment into a
process can be a daunting task.
Ensuring employees can quickly
learn how to use new equipment is not
always an easy feat. Thankfully their
material positioners have a very low
learning curve. Jason describes his
experience, “When I started I had never
heard of TigerStop. Within an hour, I
was able to program it to do whatever I
needed to do, and be able to help support the guys out there fabricating.”
Because TigerStops work in multiple languages, anyone can use them regardless of language or
cultural differences. “We have a diverse workforce, and in some cases English may not be their first
language. Even with that barrier, learning how to operate a TigerStop has not ever been a problem.”
We asked Andy if price was ever an issue for United Enertech when the time to purchase came around.
“Because the TigerStop can be retrofitted to an older machine, it’s easier to justify that purchase
because you’re not having to throw away your older machine, you can just add it on to your existing
machine. Because a piece of equipment is old doesn’t mean that it’s worthless if you can find a new
technology, such as TigerStop, to enhance what it does,” clarifies United Enertech’s COO.
In addition, you aren’t limited to using a TigerStop on one type of machine. There are countless
applications where people can come up with creative manufacturing solutions. For instance, once
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United Enertech saw the success of TigerStops on their cutoff equipment, they started using TigerStops
for accurately punching parts as well.
“The versatility of the TigerStop, being able to connect it to existing machinery, you know being able to
attach it to a hydraulic press or a mechanical press to do repeated patterns, has helped us save a lot
of time,” explains Jason. “In the situations in the plant where we are using the TigerStop for something
other than just cut to length applications the Advanced Interconnect Kit has allowed us to be nearly
an autonomous operation. The operator verifies what they want to do and they program it into the
TigerStop and the Advanced Interconnect Kit (AIK) allows it to run through that program and punch the
pattern that they want without needing to stop and verify each hole. A lot of our products have a very
fixed spacing for the blades. A manual machine with a manual index can get that done, but it’s not the
quickest way to do it, that’s why we use the TigerStop for that process. Without making a mechanical
index that basically has an infinite range of adjustability- the TigerStop is the only way to do that,” says
Jason. “There’s a lot of labor savings there.”
United Enertech has been very impressed with the longevity of their material positioners. “We run these
machines every day and we run them hard,” says Andy. The original machine they purchased from
Wakefield 14 years ago is still operating daily.
Andy describes the demanding nature of manufacturing HVAC systems in the U.S. “Every year it gets
more and more difficult to stay productive and competitive as a manufacturer in the United States, so
you have to think of ways outside of the box.” Using TigerStop equipment has allowed United Enertech
to reduce manufacturing costs which has, in turn, made it possible for expansion in other areas. Today
they have over 200 employees carrying out United Enertech’s mission. To say that Bill Tate has fulfilled
his father’s dream would be a huge understatement.

HOW TO REDUCE WELDING
COSTS WITH MODERN METAL
FABRICATION TOOLS
http://blog.tigerstop.com/how-to-reduce-welding-costs-with-modern-metal-fabrication-tools

HELPING YOUR WELDING BUSINESS’ BOTTOM LINE
A welder’s job is simply to join two parts. But when those two parts aren’t cut accurately, the gaps to fill
are widened. This benign sounding mistake has enormous repercussions. The welder now has to spend
more labor hours filling gaps, he has to use a greater amount of welding wire, and he in turn wastes
more precious gas fuel to feed his torch. And we are only talking about being ¼ of an inch off.
Daniel Hester of Hester Fabrication can attest to the importance of part accuracy for welding. Daniel
is currently in the process of completing a large guardrail project requiring over 1 mile of rail to be cut
and welded together. Having the right metal fabrication tools is critical for the project.
“Hester Fabrication is currently in the middle of a giant rail job and we are using our TigerStop
automated pusher hard every day,” says Daniel.
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“There is no question that the accuracy of the cuts improves our fabrication time significantly. Having
a consistent fit-up of our parts means that the welders are able to optimize their weld technique, which
increases our cycle times dramatically.”
“Another thing that a consistently tight fit-up gives us is the ability to minimize the amount of
consumables that we use. For us that means weld wire, and other welding consumables, but it also
means grinding disks, and time spent grinding non-conforming welds. The TigerStop definitely helps us
spend less to get to the final product.”
Hester Fabrication’s current job involves cutting over 5,280 feet of railing, so you can only imagine
how much welding time they are saving by ensuring every single piece is cut accurately. Not only will
this save on welding time, it will expedite every single process after including sand blasting, powder
coating, quality control, and eventually shipping the product out the door. Hester Fabrication’s entire
production flow will be positively affected thanks to their manufacturing process starting off on the right
foot, or shall we say, the right cut.

HOW TO AUTOMATE YOUR
BANDSAW

http://blog.tigerstop.com/how-to-automate-your-bandsaw

The use of automation in Newport Industrial Fabrication’s shop has helped them complete a large
project involving precise layouts and nearly 50,000 different cuts. Automating their existing bandsaw
was the most economical and practical way to ensure accuracy and flexibility while processing long
parts.

NEWPORT INDUSTRIAL FABRICATION MAKES THE CUT
Newport Industrial Fabrication Inc. fabricates steel, manufactures components, and applies coatings
to metal from a 35,000 square foot facility in Newport, Maine. They recently won a job that involved
assembling 3,700 fabricated steel panels.
“Each panel required a high mix of 10 to 25 square or mitered cuts, which is around 50,000 total cuts.
To efficiently process this variety of saw work, we recognized the need for a computer-driven layout
device,” Newport Vice President Ryan Gerry says. He concluded that advanced software would be
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needed to make such a large number of accurate parts. Gerry and his colleagues researched various
operating systems, but eventually decided to work with TigerStop.
“Ultimately, we chose TigerStop for its adaptability, CAM integration (barcode scanning) and small
footprint,” Gerry says.
Newport Industrial Fabrication purchased a 10-ft.-long TigerStop to aid in their metal fabrication
process needs. The unit, attached to Newport’s bandsaw, greatly helps increase cutting station accuracy
and repeatability for longer parts.
TigerStop specializes in add-on automation, meaning customers attach equipment onto new or existing
bandsaws or other metalworking machinery including drills, ironworkers, and cold saws. This gives
ample flexibility in terms of time, cost, and space. Rather than buy new equipment they can simply
retrofit it with a TigerStop.
“By using a barcode scanner, we are able to efficiently communicate cut length between our custom
work-packaging software and the saw operation,” he says. “This eliminates human error, tape measure
work, and rounding dimension error. As a result of the construction method, rounding error can
severely affect our fabrication process.
The TigerStop consistently cuts parts to their intended lengths, instead of their rounded lengths.” Since
the initial installation, followed by the need for technical support, Newport’s staff has roundly praised
TigerStop and its vast array of features and capabilities. “We are a specialty job shop that focuses
on architecturally exotic steel structures and we pride ourselves in ‘hotrodding’ equipment to perform
special or custom tasks,” says Gerry. “TigerStop is a versatile tool that has been easily integrated into
our process. We are very happy with our investment.”
One incredibly ambitious project Newport Industrial Fabrication is in the midst of, is helping construct
a 950-ft.-tall residential skyscraper at 220 Central Park South in Midtown Manhattan. It is going to
be one of the tallest residential buildings in the U.S. This uber luxurious building will have the most
expensive residential condos in New York City. The 66-story superstructure will contain 116 apartments
including a penthouse which just sold for approximately $250 million. The building is also going to
be a celebrity magnet and stars like Sting and his wife, Trudie Styler, and hedge fund billionaire Ken
Griffin, have reportedly purchased units.
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